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Abstract

Individuals of a species cope with environmental variability through behavioral adjustments driven by individuals’ responsiveness

to environmental stimuli. Three key empirical observations have been made for many animal species: The coexistence of different

degrees of responsiveness within one species; the consistency of an individual’s degree of responsiveness across time; and the

correlation of an individual’s degree of responsiveness across contexts. Taking up key elements of existing approaches, we provide

one unifying explanation for all three observations, by identifying a unique evolutionarily stable strategy of an appropriately

defined game within a stochastic environment that has all three features. Coexistence is explained by a form of negative

frequency dependence. Consistency and correlation is explained through potentially small, individual, differences of states

animals have and the resulting differential advantages they can get from it. Our results allow us to identify a variety of testable

implications.
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Individuals of a species cope with environmental variability through
behavioral adjustments driven by individuals’ responsiveness to en-
vironmental stimuli. Three key empirical observations have been
made for many animal species: The coexistence of different degrees
of responsiveness within one species; the consistency of an individ-
ual’s degree of responsiveness across time; and the correlation of
an individual’s degree of responsiveness across contexts. Taking up
key elements of existing approaches, we provide one unifying expla-
nation for all three observations, by identifying a unique evolutionar-
ily stable strategy of an appropriately defined game within a stochas-
tic environment that has all three features. Coexistence is explained
by a form of negative frequency dependence. Consistency and corre-
lation is explained through potentially small, individual, differences
of states animals have and the resulting differential advantages they
can get from it. Our results allow us to identify a variety of testable
implications.
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A first step to understand how resilient different species1

are to an increase in the variability of their environment2

is to understand the driving mechanisms behind their ability3

to deal with the already volatile environments that they have4

always lived in. We build a game-theoretic model to identify5

potential mechanisms leading to an evolutionary stable strat-6

egy that exhibits the key empirical observations that have been7

made in the literature on the responsiveness to environmental8

stimuli in a stochastic environment. The model also delivers9

additional testable implications. The model provides specific10

quantitative frequency predictions of the distribution of envi-11

ronmental responsiveness as a function of a few parameters of12

the environment. Owing to the stylized nature of the game13

theoretic model, these quantitative predictions should be taken14

with a grain of salt, but could at least be the starting point for15

additional exploration. The model, however, also provides a16

range of robust qualitative predictions. The model, in general,17

predicts a continuum of different degrees of environmental re-18

sponsiveness. It also predicts that the exact stochastic nature19

does not affect the distribution of environmental responsive-20

ness. This implies that any potential changes to the stochastic21

process that generates these individuals’ environment does at22

least not affect the distribution of these individuals’ degree of23

responsiveness. Finally, when there is idiosyncratic noise in24

the individuals’ observation of their environment, the model25

predicts that the equilibrium responsiveness increases when26

the observation noise increases. More observation noise, in27

some sense, forces individuals to overreact to environmental28

stimuli.29

Building blocks from the existing literature It is well documented30

that individuals differ in the degree of responsiveness to exter-31

nal stimuli, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as behavioral32

plasticity, see e.g., (1). This difference in environmental respon- 33

siveness constitutes the main characteristic of personalities, 34

and personalities have been observed in more than 100 species, 35

see e.g., the survey by (2). Three key observations have been 36

made for many animal species, as, for instance, highlighted by 37

(3) (see also (4)): The coexistence of different degrees of respon- 38

siveness within one species; the consistency of an individual’s 39

degree of responsiveness across time; and the consistency, or 40

often referred to as correlation, of an individual’s degree of 41

responsiveness across contexts.∗ 42

A few theoretical approaches explain one or more of these 43

three observations. The theory of biological sensitivity to 44

context, as in (6, 7), and (8) explains the coexistence of differ- 45

ent degrees of environmental responsiveness with differences 46

in individuals’ experiences in their early development, where 47

different experiences lead to different behavior. The theory 48

of differential sensitivity as in (9) interprets the difference 49

of behaviour as a way to hedge future generations against 50

the uncertainty in the environment, recently formalised by 51

(10) and (11). Since the future is inherently unpredictable, 52

parents have offspring with different degrees of environmen- 53

tal responsiveness so that for every environment there are at 54

least some offspring that are able to cope with the environ- 55

ment.† A third theoretical approach is built around the idea 56

∗The “suite of correlated behaviors [...] reflecting the individual consistency across [...] situations”
has been referred to as a “behavioral syndrome” by (5).

†The two theories are not exclusive. (6), also (1) argue in favor of an integration of the two theories.
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of “negative frequency dependence:” The more individuals are57

responsive to environmental stimuli the less the benefits of58

being responsive. Negative frequency dependence is a corner-59

stone for explanations of the coexistence of different degrees60

of environmental responsiveness in the seminal models of (12),61

(13), (14). See (15) for a review of earlier models. While62

negative frequency dependence is able to explain coexistence,63

consistency and correlation are often explained by an indi-64

vidual’s state (e.g., morphology, phenotype, size, etc.), as in65

(16) and (15).‡ However, the recent meta analysis by (17)66

shows a weak link between state and personalities (individuals’67

state can only explain between 3 and 8% of the personality68

differences).69

We study individual responsiveness to environmental stim-70

uli for the specific problem of foraging from multiple food71

sources, which allows us to additionally build on the existing72

game-theoretic literature on the ideal free distribution of (18),73

see e.g., the survey of (19): individuals allocate themselves74

proportionally to the amount of food available at each food75

source. We enrich these game-theoretic models by embedding76

them in a stochastic environment, which allows us to incor-77

porate the salient features of the three approaches mentioned78

above. We do this in a few steps of varying complexity.79

Modelling strategy and main results The basic model (in Sec-80

tion 1) is sketched in Figure 1. To illustrate the model we use81

fish-feeding birds as an example, with the simplifying condition82

that they do not show any social behavior (such as flocking or83

swarming). Individuals have to choose to forage from one of84

two food sources, one providing a fixed amount of food, the85

other a random amount of food. All individuals who go to86

the same food source are assumed to share the available food87

there equally. In the basic model the random food source can88

only have two possible levels of food availability.89

ggg fff

ggg
ggg

ggg

α 1− α

Fig. 1. A graphical sketch of the basic model. The birds are the players, who choose
which food source to go to: fixed food source A on the left or stochastic food source
B on the right, with α the probability of high food availability. The bird’s scanning
indicates that players make their decision based on observing the food availability at
the stochastic source.

Our first main result (Proposition 1) is that, under a mild90

condition, the game always has a unique symmetric Nash91

equilibrium strategy, and this strategy exhibits coexistence92

of responsive and non-responsive individuals.§ This coexis-93

tence is in terms of the equilibrium being in completely mixed94

‡(12) explain consistency and correlation with a “positive-feedback mechanism:” responsiveness is
less costly for individuals that have been responsive before. (14) explain consistency and correla-
tion by small variations of individuals’ metabolism (which is a form of state).

§We use the definition of an ESS as extended from that of (20) to symmetric n-player games by
(21), see also (22). In Proposition 2 we show that our games are stable games in the sense of (23).
This implies that the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium of these games is asymptotically stable

strategies. This has two possible interpretations. Either all 95

individuals truly randomize between being responsive and not 96

being responsive. Under this interpretation we would not 97

obtain consistency and correlation. Or, alternatively, the indi- 98

viduals playing the game are randomly chosen from a larger 99

population to play this game and an appropriate fraction of 100

individuals is responsive and another is non-responsive. This 101

could be interpreted to at least allow for consistency and cor- 102

relation. In Section 3 we introduce small perturbations to the 103

game theoretic model be allowing an individual’s food source 104

preference, and the individual’s (small) cost of being respon- 105

sive, to be a little bit idiosyncratic. This is essentially the idea 106

of (30) purification and the idea of threshold decisions of (31). 107

The mixed strategy equilibrium (or ESS) corresponds in the 108

so modified game to an equilibrium in which every individual 109

actually uses a pure strategy of either being responsive or 110

not. This pure strategy choice depends to some extent on this 111

individual’s idiosyncratic preference or cost and would thus be 112

stable across time and, to a lesser extent, also across contexts. 113

We not only show that there is a unique symmetric Nash 114

equilibrium with the desired features, but also provide an ana- 115

lytic expression for the equilibrium pure strategy frequencies 116

as a function of the parameters of the problem. This allows 117

us to derive additional testable predictions of our model. Ac- 118

knowledging that our model is a highly simplified account of 119

reality, some of these predictions may well hold beyond the 120

narrower confines of our model. In particular, and perhaps 121

most striking: the unique equilibrium does not change with 122

the stochasticity of the environment, at least when the cost of 123

cognition is negligible. In other words, the equilibrium does 124

not depend on the probability of the state of food availability 125

at the random food source. This implies that changes to the 126

stochastic process of the environment may not push behavior 127

out of equilibrium. Individuals’ strategies are already suffi- 128

ciently complex to allow essentially immediate and automatic 129

adaptation to such changes. Of course, this does not imply 130

that individuals are not affected if, for instance, high food 131

availability becomes rarer. Only their strategy is unaffected, 132

not necessarily the amount of food they can consume. 133

Another testable prediction can be derived from an ex- 134

tension of our basic model, presented in Section 4, in which 135

individuals only receive (private) noisy information about 136

the state of food availability. At least for small amounts of 137

noise, the equilibrium responsiveness increases when the noise 138

increases. More noise, in some sense, forces individuals to 139

overreact to environmental stimuli. A final testable predic- 140

tion, again derived from an extension of our basic model and 141

presented in Section 5, is that for more general distributions 142

of food availability, one would expect to see a continuum of 143

degrees of responsiveness to environmental stimuli. See e.g., 144

(32) for empirical support for this finding. 145

1. The basic model 146

In this section we present the simplest possible model of inter- 147

est for our problem. Each of n <∞ individuals can go to one 148

of two food sources A or B. Food source A has a fixed amount 149

of food normalized to n units of nutrition to facilitate an easier 150

comparison when we vary the number of individuals n. Food 151

under most plausible behavioral adjustment dynamics, such as the replicator dynamics of (24), the
Smith dynamics (25), the projection dynamics (26), as well as all dynamics of the class of target
dynamics (among them the BNN (27), Best response (28) and Logit (29) dynamics).

2 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Cavailles et al.
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source B has a stochastic amount of food n ·X, with X drawn152

from a Bernoulli distribution with X = η with probability α153

and X = λ with probability 1− α.154

Before making their choice of food source, individuals can,155

in principle, inform themselves about the state of food source156

B; individuals can choose to learn whether X = λ or X = η.157

Individuals, thus, have six strategies at their disposal in this158

simple model. They can choose to be informed or to be159

uninformed. If uninformed they can then choose to go to food160

source A or B. If informed they have the choice to ignore their161

information and go to A or B regardless of the information162

they have received, or they can react to the information in163

one of two ways. They can be, what we term, responsive by164

going to A when X = λ and going to B when X = η, or, what165

we term counter-responsive by doing the opposite.166

We assume that the choice of becoming informed bears an167

arbitrarily small cost c > 0, where arbitrarily small means that168

we ultimately investigate the limit case when c tends to zero.169

The assumption of positive costs implies that the two strategies170

of getting informed and then ignoring the information are171

strictly dominated by the strategy of not getting informed and172

going to the same food source. By virtue of saving on the small173

positive cost c the latter strategies provide a strictly higher174

payoff in both states X = λ and X = η regardless of what the175

other individuals do. We are thus left with four pure strategies.176

We denote the set of strategies by S = {A,B,R,C}, for always177

going to food source A, always to B, being responsive, and178

being counter-responsive, respectively.179

We allow individuals to choose randomly. We come back180

to the interpretation of random choice in Section 3. Let ∆(S)181

denote the set of all mixed strategies, that is the set of all182

probability distributions over S. A pure strategy s ∈ S can183

be identified as the mixed strategy that attaches probability 1184

on pure strategy s.185

We assume throughout the paper that all individuals who186

go to the same food source share the available food at this187

source equitably. This implies that the payoff to an individual188

who goes to one of the two food sources only depends on189

the number of other individuals, k, that go to food source A190

(which implies that n− 1−k others go to food source B). The191

payoff to an individual who goes to food source A is given by192
n
k+1 ; the payoff to an individual who goes to B is given by193

nX
n−k .194

Given that individuals can choose mixed strategies, that195

is can choose randomly, we need to compute individuals’ ex-196

pected payoffs given these random choices. To do so, consider197

an arbitrary individual who is facing that all other n− 1 indi-198

viduals choose a given (mixed) strategy σ ∈ ∆(S) with σ(s)199

the probability that pure strategy s is chosen. Denote by Ns200

the random variable that is the number of opponents who201

end up choosing pure strategy s ∈ S (given the probability of202

choosing s is σ(s)). The tuple (NA, NB , NR, NC) is then multi-203

nomially distributed with parameters n − 1 and probability204

vector (σ(A), σ(B), σ(R), σ(C)).205

Given σ, let RAλ denote the random variable that is the206

food share available at food source A in state λ. Let food shares207

RAη, RBλ, RBη, be defined analogously. These (random) food208

shares are given by 209

RAλ = n
NA+NR+1

RAη = n
NA+NC+1

RBλ = λ·n
NB+NC+1

RBη = η·n
NB+NR+1 .

210

We can, then, express an individual’s expected payoffs from 211

choosing pure strategy s ∈ S, when all others use mixed 212

strategy σ, as follows. 213

u(A, σ) = αE [RAη] + (1− α)E [RAλ]
u(B, σ) = αE [RBη] + (1− α)E [RBλ]
u(R, σ) = αE [RBη] + (1− α)E [RAλ] − c
u(C, σ) = αE [RAη] + (1− α)E [RBλ] − c.

[1] 214

In the above expression, E denotes the expectation with respect 215

to the randomness created by mixed strategy σ. 216

We extend an individual’s payoff function to mixed strate- 217

gies by taking expectations. That is 218

u(σ′, σ) =
∑
s∈S

u(s, σ)σ′(s). 219

A strategy σ ∈ ∆(S) is a symmetric Nash equilibrium, see 220

(33), if u(σ, σ) ≥ u(σ′, σ) for all σ′ ∈ ∆(S). 221

2. Results for the basic model 222

The following proposition (with proof in the appendix) is the 223

main result for the basic model for the limit case where the 224

cost of cognition (or being responsive) is negligible. It proves 225

that there is a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium of this 226

game, shows that in this equilibrium there is heterogeneity 227

in individual’s responsiveness to environmental stimuli, and 228

provides an exact analytic expression for the frequency of 229

responsive individuals. This equilibrium responsiveness fre- 230

quency, finally, is shown to be independent of the stochasticity 231

α in the environment. 232

Proposition 1. Under the assumption that 1
n
< λ < η < n, 233

the game in the basic model, in the limit as cognition cost 234

c → 0 and the number of individuals n → ∞, has a unique 235

limiting symmetric Nash equilibrium, in which σ(A) = 1
1+η , 236

σ(B) = λ
1+λ , σ(R) = η−λ

(1+λ)(1+η) , and σ(C) = 0. 237

The intuition behind the key insight of this result is as 238

follows. First, we notice that no pure strategy can be an 239

equilibrium. If everyone always goes to food source A, it 240

would be best to go to food source B. If everyone goes to B, 241

it would be best to go to A. If everyone is responsive, then 242

it would be best to be counter-responsive, so as to always 243

be at the food source where no one else is and not have to 244

share food at all. If everyone is counter-responsive, for the 245

same reason it is best to be responsive. One can then show, 246

in fact, that in a Nash equilibrium there must be a mix of 247

strategies A, B, and R (and, interestingly, no C). This means 248

that, in equilibrium, we have the coexistence of responsive and 249

unresponsive individuals. This also implies that all individuals 250

must be indifferent between always going to A, always going 251

to B, and to being responsive. This can only be achieved if the 252

realized food share at each food source is the same, regardless 253

of the state of the food availability at the random food source. 254

Cavailles et al. PNAS | June 5, 2023 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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The exact equilibrium frequencies can then be derived from255

this argument. Finally, this finding then also explains why the256

frequency of responsive individuals does not depend on the257

exact stochastic nature of the environment.258

It is well known that a necessary condition for a strategy to259

be an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) in the sense of (20),260

and for our context in the sense of (21), is that the strategy261

in question is a symmetric Nash equilibrium strategy. It is262

also well known, see e.g., (34), that Nash equilibria are the263

only candidates for asymptotically stable rest points under264

most deterministic behavioral adjustment (or evolutionary)265

dynamics, with the replicator dynamics of (24) the first and266

most prominent example. The following result shows that267

the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium that we identified in268

Proposition 1 is indeed an ESS as well as asymptotically stable269

under many behavioral adjustment dynamics.270

Proposition 2. Under the assumption that 1
n
< λ < η < n,271

the unique equilibrium of the game in the basic model, in the272

limit as cognition cost c → 0 and the number of individuals273

n→∞, is an ESS, is asymptotically stable under the replicator274

dynamics (24), the Smith (25) and the projection dynamics275

(26), as well as the class of target dynamics which comprises,276

among others, the BNN (27), Best-response (28) and Logit277

dynamics (29).278

The key insight to prove this Proposition is that all games279

in our class of games are stable games in the sense of (23), as280

we prove in the Appendix. All results then follow from this281

fact.282

Some of these findings can be seen in Figure 2, which de-283

picts the phase diagram of the replicator dynamics. The only284

difference between Figures 2.a and 2.b is that the stochasticity285

parameter α changes. This has no effect on the equilibrium286

itself, but does affect somewhat the out of equilibrium dynam-287

ics. It can also be seen that not only is the unique equilibrium288

asymptotically stable, but also in fact a global attractor un-289

der the replicator dynamics: All solution paths eventually290

converge to the equilibrium.291

We finally highlight that, if the cost of cognition, c, is non-292

negligible, then the equilibrium frequencies not only depend293

on this cost, but also depend on α, the stochastic nature of294

the environment. By the known fact, see e.g., (35), that the295

(symmetric) Nash equilibrium correspondence is upper-hemi-296

continuous in the space of games, small changes to c and α297

can, however, only lead to small changes in the equilibrium298

frequencies.299

3. Consistency and Correlation300

Suppose that the n individuals play the same game given in301

our basic model over and over again for many periods of time.302

Suppose that, at every point in time, they play the unique303

symmetric equilibrium given in Proposition 1. An outside304

observer would note that when the amount of food available at305

B is high (X = η) more individuals are to be found at source306

B than when it is low (X = λ). They would also observe that307

the food share each individual receives is the same regardless308

of which source the individuals go to. The outside observer309

would conclude that some individuals must be responsive to310

the stochastic food availability at source B. But if they were to311

trace each individual, they would realize that each individual312

is sometimes responsive and sometimes not responsive. There313

(a) α = 0.7, λ = 0.7, η = 3

(b) α = 0.4, λ = 0.7, η = 3

Fig. 2. Phase diagram of the replicator dynamics for different parameter values. The
cost of cognition c is always zero. The equilibrium is denoted by a red star.

is no internal consistency in the individuals’ behavior. Each 314

animal randomizes at each point in time. This is no surprise, 315

because the unique equilibrium is in mixed (or randomized) 316

strategies. However, we must point out that this is inconsistent 317

with empirical findings. 318

A slight change to the basic model is able to accommodate 319

the common empirical finding that over time typically the 320

same individuals are responsive. This modification is based 321

on the idea of purification of (30), which is very similar to the 322

idea of threshold decisions as provided in (31). The idea is 323

that individuals differ a little bit in terms of their personal 324

preferences and actually make a pure strategy choice that is, 325

however, dependent on their own personal preferences that 326

only they themselves know. As a consequence, while the 327

equilibrium looks mixed to other individuals, each individual 328

actually plays a pure strategy. We adapt the model according 329

to this idea by replacing the payoff function u of the original 330

model with a slightly perturbed payoff function vθ that is 331

4 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Cavailles et al.
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essentially equal to u plus a small idiosyncratic (individual-332

specific) preference or perturbation term:333

vθ(A, σ) = u(A, σ) + θA
vθ(B, σ) = u(B, σ) + θB
vθ(R, σ) = u(R, σ) + αθB + (1− α)θA + θR
vθ(C, σ) = u(C, σ) + αθA + (1− α)θB + θR,

334

where the vector θ = (θA, θB , θR) is i.i.d. drawn from some335

arbitrary full support continuous joint distribution F (with336

density f) over Θ = [−ε, ε]3, for a small ε > 0. It is assumed337

that an individual’s realized θ is that individual’s private infor-338

mation, unknown to other individuals. We have deliberately339

chosen the same preference perturbation θR for pure strategies340

C and R, as it seems more natural to have an idiosyncratic341

perturbation of the cost of being responsive rather than for342

how one is responsive. However, it does not matter what we343

assume for pure strategy C as long as the payoff perturbation344

is small, as pure strategy C provides a strictly lower payoff345

than the other three strategies in the equilibrium given in346

Proposition 1, and small payoff perturbations cannot change347

that.348

(30) has shown that almost any equilibrium of a complete349

information game, such as our basic game, is such that for any350

nearby incomplete information game with payoff perturbations351

given by the joint distribution F has a nearby equilibrium and352

that this nearby equilibrium is essentially in pure strategies.¶353

In such a nearby equilibrium there is a parameter region354

for θ ∈ Θ for which an individual strictly prefers to play A,355

another region for which an individual strictly prefers to play356

B, and a final region in which an individual strictly prefers357

to play R. The set of θ’s for which an individual is indifferent358

between two or three of the three strategies has measure zero.359

See the Supporting Information for more details. Finally, such360

purified equilibria can also shown to be dynamically stable361

under a suitably defined behavioral adjustment dynamics as362

in (36), see (37).363

Suppose now that the n individuals play the resulting364

equilibrium of the same slightly perturbed game repeatedly365

over many time periods. It is then a question of whether the366

perturbation parameters θ remain the same for each individual367

over time or not. Suppose that they do. Then an outside368

observer would not only observe all that the observer would369

have observed that we described above, but also that it would370

be the same individuals who always go to food source A, the371

same individuals who always go to food source B, and the372

same who are responsive.373

This model is also flexible enough to generate a strong374

consistency over time and a weaker, but some, consistency375

across contexts, depending on how these consistencies are376

interpreted. Consider the bird example again. One could377

imagine that θR is an individual bird’s specific parameter378

that does not change over time nor across contexts. On the379

other hand the parameters θA and θB might be constant for380

one season, but could be different in another season, when381

the bird’s nest location (or the location of the food sources)382

changes.383

As an example of why the perturbed model may be appro-384

priate for our purposes, consider birds who every day have to385

decide to go to food source A or B from their nesting place.386

¶(30) calls such equilibria regular and shows that all finite complete information games have a
regular equilibrium. As our equilibrium is unique it must be regular.

Then the location of their nesting place gives rise to their θ. 387

An approach could be that θA and θB are proportional to the 388

distance that the bird’s nest is from the two food sources, re- 389

spectively, while θR could be more of a personal characteristic 390

of the bird, measuring how much/less cognitively able this 391

bird is relative to other birds. 392

One could obtain equilibrium purification even by intro- 393

ducing a payoff-irrelevant personal and privately know charac- 394

teristic, such as an individual’s prior experiences in life, with 395

individuals playing different pure strategies depending on their 396

personal prior experiences. This means that, as pointed out 397

e.g., in (3), (16) and (15), the purification threshold could also 398

be based on an individual’s state or their life history. 399

4. Imperfect private signals of food availability 400

In our basic model, individuals can learn the state of food 401

availability at the food sources perfectly. In this section we 402

study how the results change if this learning is imperfect. To 403

do so we suppose that each individual, when they learn, receive 404

a noisy signal about the actual level of food availability at food 405

source B. Individuals i receive conditionally independent (and 406

identically distributed) signals si ∈ {l, h} such that P (si = 407

h|X = η) = P (si = l|X = λ) = 1 − ε, with ε < 1
2 . In words, 408

in the high state η the high signal h is more likely than the 409

low signal l and in the low state λ the low signal l is more 410

likely than the high signal h. The signal is, thus, informative 411

about the true state. 412

In this case, (random) food shares are given by 413

RAλ = n
NAλ+1

RAη = n
NAη+1

RBλ = λ·n
NBλ+1

RBη = η·n
NBη+1 ,

414

where, given strategy σ (used by all opponents), NAλ follows a 415

binomial distribution with n− 1 trials and success probability 416

σ(A)+(1−ε)σ(R)+εσ(C). Similarly, NAη, NBλ, NBη are also 417

binomially distributed with n−1 trials and success probabilities 418

σ(A) + (1− ε)σ(C) + εσ(R), σ(B) + (1− ε)σ(R) + εσ(C), and 419

σ(B) + (1− ε)σ(C) + εσ(R), respectively. 420

Payoffs are as described in Equation 1. All the arguments 421

of the proof of Proposition 1 go through and, ultimately, we 422

obtain that the game has a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium, 423

σ, that is also an ESS (and all other results of Proposition 2 424

apply) with 425
σ(R) = η−λ

(1−2ε)(1+η)(1+λ)
σ(A) = 1

1+η − ε
η−λ

(1−2ε)(1+η)(1+λ)
σ(B) = λ

1+λ − ε
η−λ

(1−2ε)(1+η)(1+λ) .

426

The key new insight is that the higher the error proba- 427

bility ε the higher the fraction (or probability) of responsive 428

individuals in equilibrium. 429

5. General distributions of food source availability 430

Recall that, in the basic model food source B is assumed to 431

be Bernoulli distributed (i.e., with only two possible levels of 432

available food at that source). In this section we consider an 433

arbitrary distribution for the food availability at food source 434

B. 435
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Let X, the available quantity of food at food source B, be436

distributed according to some distribution with cdf F with437

everywhere positive density f on the interval χ = [xL, xH ]438

with 0 ≤ xL < xH ≤ ∞. To make the analysis tractable439

we simplify the model in two ways. First, we set the cost440

of being responsive, c = 0.‖ Second, we assume that all441

individuals learn the value of X, and allow individuals to442

only use monotone strategies: An individual’s strategy can be443

described by a cutoff value y ∈ χ such that the individual goes444

to food source A if and only if x < y. Otherwise the individual445

goes to food source B. This implies that the strategy space is446

identical to χ and the set of mixed strategies is the set ∆(χ) of447

all probability distributions over χ. A fully mixed symmetric448

Nash equilibrium strategy, which can be described by a cdf G449

on χ must satisfy that any individual is indifferent between450

using any pure strategy in χ, i.e., between using any cut-off451

y ∈ χ.452

We then get the following result.453

Proposition 3. In the model of this section, for any n, there454

is a unique completely mixed symmetric equilibrium. In the455

limit as n tends to infinity, the equilibrium probability that an456

individual uses cut-off reactivity y is given by the cdf G(y) =457
y

1+y , with G(xL) = xL
1+xL

the probability of an individual always458

going to food source B, 1−G(xH) = 1
1+xH

the probability of an459

individual always going to food source A, and G(y)−G(x) =460
y−x

(1+x)(1+y) the probability that an individual adopts a degree of461

responsiveness in the interval [x, y].∗∗
462

This finding is consistent with those in the basic model. For463

example, the strategy called B in the previous model is here464

similar of choosing the cut off xL (since xL is the minimum465

possible value of the stochastic source). The equilibrium466

frequency of this strategy in the basic model is given by λ
1+λ ,467

which is equivalent to xL
1+xL

, as xL is the smallest possible468

value of the stochastic source.469

6. Discussion470

We built a stylized game theoretic model of foraging behavior471

in a stochastic environment. For every parameter specification472

within certain bounds, this model has a unique symmetric473

Nash equilibrium, that is also the unique ESS and asymptoti-474

cally stable under a variety of evolutionary dynamics. This475

equilibrium has the three key features identified in the lit-476

erature of coexistence of differing degrees of environmental477

responsiveness, consistency of individual environmental respon-478

siveness over time, and correlation of individual environmental479

responsiveness across contexts.480

By explicitly studying the phenomenon of heterogeneous481

responsiveness to environmental stimuli in a foraging setting,482

we are able to identify the push towards the ideal free dis-483

tribution of (18), satisfied in the equilibrium of our game,484

as a possible driving force of this heterogeneity. We derive485

explicit analytical expressions for the equilibrium frequencies486

of responsive and non-responsive behavior, at least when the487

cost of cognition (needed to respond to environmental stimuli)488

‖ In a setting in which individuals can have different degrees of responsiveness, as we have here, one
might want to assume that the cost of responsiveness varies with the degree of responsiveness.
We shall not pursue this here, however.

∗∗The distribution with cdf G(y) = y
1+y is the distribution of a random variable Y such that

its reciprocal (or inverse) 1
Y

has exactly the same distribution. One could call G the inversion
invariant distribution.

is negligible or at least relatively small. This allows us to 489

perform comparative statics as to how the equilibrium fre- 490

quencies change when some of the model parameters change. 491

For instance, we find that, at least when cognition costs are 492

negligible, the exact stochastic nature of the environment does 493

not affect the equilibrium. This finding suggests that changes 494

in the stochastic environmental process would at least not be 495

so disruptive as to push behavior out of equilibrium. Put dif- 496

ferently, equilibrium strategies are already complex enough to 497

allow for automatic adaptation to such changes in the stochas- 498

tic environmental process. In the remainder of this section we 499

discuss some of the limitations of our approach. 500

Cost of cognition We have only explored the case of zero, and 501

by a continuity argument, also of small cost of cognition. For 502

larger cost of cognition, generally, equilibrium behavior will 503

depend on the stochastic nature of the environment and the 504

equilibrium will not satisfy the ideal free distribution. While 505

it would be interesting to do so, we have not explored this 506

issue. However, for most species, it is not unreasonable to 507

assume a relatively small cost of cognition (38–41). 508

Noisy information Another insight that we can derive from 509

an extension of our model is that the higher the noise in the 510

environmental stimuli the more responsive individuals become 511

in equilibrium. This is under the assumption of individuals 512

receiving private and stochastically independent noisy infor- 513

mation about the state of the environment. We have not 514

explored the perhaps sometimes more interesting case of cor- 515

related information, such as all individuals receiving the same 516

public information. In such a setting, the ideal free distribu- 517

tion would at best hold in expectation, and there would be 518

a positive variance of food share availability at the random 519

source. Another, empirically relevant, informational setting 520

is one where not all individuals receive the same quality of 521

information (perhaps not all are equally close to the source 522

of information). One would then expect individuals to infer 523

additional information about the state of the environment 524

from other individuals’ behavior. If, for instance, there are 525

many birds flying out to a specific point at see, another bird 526

might follow based on the idea that there is information in 527

that behavior. This will certainly be the case for socializing 528

birds, which display behavior of forming flocks and swarms. 529

Such behavior would add another layer of complexity to the 530

game. 531

The number of food sources Our model only has two food 532

sources. This keeps the analysis mathematically tractable, but 533

comes at the cost of a possible oversimplification. Introducing 534

an arbitrary number of stochastic food sources would, indeed, 535

make the analysis more complicated. However, given our 536

results, one would conjecture that in any (evolutionary stable) 537

equilibrium of such a modified game, the ideal free distribution 538

holds, at least when costs of cognition are negligible: all 539

food sources would have equal food shares, and this would 540

be true for all states. This alone would already imply that 541

equilibrium behavior would not depend on the exact stochastic 542

nature of the environment. This would also imply that any 543

(evolutionary stable) equilibria would again satisfy coexistence, 544

and for slightly perturbed models, consistency and correlation. 545

The only difference is that one would not necessarily expect 546

a unique equilibrium and it would be harder to characterize 547

these explicitly. 548
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Generalizing We focused here on foraging choice as a concrete549

setting in which one would expect the coexistence, consistence550

and correlation of different responsiveness to external stim-551

uli. However, our results could possibly be generalized to552

different context where there is a resource to share among553

individuals, with a resource distributing at different point, and554

some of them stochastic. Such contexts are social interactions,555

mating behaviour, division of labour (42), space-use (43), or556

niche specialisation (42, 44, 45). Those last studies shows557

similar concepts (state dependence, frequency dependence, so-558

cial awareness, environmental heterogeneity) applied to niche559

specialisation. In particular, increasing evidence show a link560

between specialisation and personality. It is hypothesized that561

personality implies specialization (46, 47) or the other way562

around (44, 48). Finally and more speculatively, our results563

might even be translatable to the issue of stem cell differentia-564

tion, which might arise from competition over resources, see565

(49).566
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